Multi-gang Outlet Boxes

Multi-Gang Nail On Boxes

Part No. P-442
P-442QT*

Part No. P-643
P-643QT*

Part No. P-764
P-764QT*
P-764B
P-764BQT*

Available Options:
B - Stabilizer Bar
QT - Quick Thread Device Hole

Multi-Gang Face Bracketed Boxes

Part Numbers:
P-442H & P-442HQT;
P-643H & P-643HQT;
P-764H & P-764HQT;
P-764HB & P-764HBQT;

Two gang face bracketed box
Three gang face bracketed box
Four gang face bracketed box
Four gang face bracketed box with stabilizer bar

Available Options:
B - Stabilizer Bracket
QT - Quick Thread Device Hole
H - Face Bracketed for Steel & Wood Studs

Non-Metallic Electrical Outlet Boxes for Residential Construction

3/0 & 4/0 Fixture Support Rated Ceiling Boxes

Featuring:
- Molded-In Speed “K” Klamps
- Machine Tapped Fixture Holes
- Large Cubic Inch Capacity (21cu.in. & 23 cu.in.)
- Durable Polycarbonate Construction
- 50 lb. Fixture Support Rated (ANSI/UL 514C)
- 2 HR Wall & Ceiling Fire Rated (ANSI/UL 263)

Available Options:
B - Stabilizer Bar
QT - Quick Thread Device Hole
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43.5 CU. IN.
64.0 CU. IN.
74.8 CU. IN.
43.5 CU. IN.
64.0 CU. IN.
74.8 CU. IN.

*Add “QT” attachment coding for boxes with quick thread device holes.
3 1/2” 21 cu. in. Ceiling Box

- PC213-NG
- Also Available: PC213-N
- Also Available: PC213-UB
- Also Available: PC213-UBG
- Also Available: PC213-24

4” 23 cu. in. Ceiling Box

- PC234-N
- Also Available: PC234-NG
- Also Available: PC234-UBG
- Also Available: PC234-UB
- Also Available: PC234-24
- Also Available: PC234-24G

Available Options:
G - Ground Strap
UB - Universal Bar Hanger 16” Through 24” Joist Support
24 - Bar Hanger 24” Joist Support
Ceiling Fixture Support

3 1/2” 21 cu. in. Ceiling Box

PC213-NG
Also Available: PC213-N

PC213-UB
Also Available: PC213-UBG

PC213-24G
Also Available: PC213-24

Part No.
P-181
P-181RK

Also Available: PC213-24

Available Options:
G - Ground Strap
UB - Universal Bar Hanger 16” Through 24” Joist Support
24 - Bar Hanger 24” Joist Support

Single Gang Outlet Boxes

Single Gang Nail On Boxes

4” 23 cu. in. Ceiling Box

PC234-N
Also Available: PC234-NG

PC234-UB
Also Available: PC234-UBG

PC234-24
Also Available: PC234-24G

Part No.
P-241
P-241QH
P-241QHT*

Also Available: PC234-UB

Available Options:
H - Face Bracketed for Steel & Wood Studs
QT - Quick Thread Device Hole
R - Reversed Nails

Face Bracketed Boxes

PC234-UBG
Also Available: PC234-UB

PC234-24
Also Available: PC234-24G

Part No.
P-241H
P-241HQT*

Also Available: PC234-UBG

Also Available: PC234-24

Available Options:
H - Face Bracketed for Steel & Wood Studs
QT - Quick Thread Device Hole
R - Reversed Nails

Single Gang Box Features

- Molded Thread Device Hole
- Quick Thread Device Hole
- Large Cubic Inch Capacity
- Face Bracket Option for Steel or Wood Stud Construction

*Add “QT” attachment coding for boxes with quick thread device holes.
**Multi-gang Outlet Boxes**

**Multi-Gang Nail On Boxes**

- **Part No.:** P-442, P-442QT
- **Part No.:** P-643, P-643QT
- **Part No.:** P-764, P-764QT

*Add “QT” attachment coding for boxes with quick thread device holes.

**Available Options:**
- **B** - Stabilizer Bar
- **QT** - Quick Thread Device Hole

**Multi-Gang Face Bracketed Boxes**

- **Part Numbers:**
  - P-442H & P-442HQT
  - P-643H & P-643HQT
  - P-764H & P-764HQT
  - P-764HB & P-764HBQT

  - Two gang face bracketed box
  - Three gang face bracketed box
  - Four gang face bracketed box
  - Four gang face bracketed box with stabilizer bar

**Available Options:**
- **B** - Stabilizer Bracket
- **QT** - Quick Thread Device Hole
- **H** - Face Bracketed for Steel & Wood Studs

**Non-Metallic Electrical Outlet Boxes for Residential Construction**

**3/0 & 4/0 Fixture Support Rated Ceiling Boxes**

- **Featuring:**
  - Molded-In Speed “K” Klamps
  - Machine Tapped Fixture Holes

  - Large Cubic Inch Capacity (21cu.in. & 23 cu.in.)
  - Durable Polycarbonate Construction
  - 50 lb. Fixture Support Rated (ANSI/UL 514C)
  - 2 HR Wall & Ceiling Fire Rated (ANSI/UL 263)
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